
Dr. Kacem Zoughari

7th and 8th of July 2018in Erlangen, GermanyBasic principles of movement in the nine schools& Iai Jutsu, Ken Jutsu, Bo JutsuNinjutsu Dojo Vach organizes for you an interesting weekend with Dr. Kacem Zoughari this year in July. It will be Kacem's 15th seminar in Erlangen and therefore we will revisit the roots of what we have been working on during the last years. Many people have joined Kacem  on the way over the years not having had the chance to be there when Kacem taught the very  basics. Others have reached a different understanding and a different view on many aspects that  had  been  taught  a  long  time  ago  and  will  certainly  appreciate  a  repetition  of  the  fundamentals. Consequently  this  seminar  will  have  a  workshop  character  transporting  to  each participant individually what and how to practise according to the level he or she is at.  Kacem will be open to fundamental questions trying to erase as many of the misunderstandings and false interpretations that have evolved during the last few years. Topics like form and function,  practice methodology, good and bad habits as well as practical exercises referring to the central  line of attack and defence, angels, proper movement, synchronisation, the difference between 
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stepping and sliding, the dos and don'ts of efficient movement, etc. We will practise with and  without  weapons.  If  there  are  any  topics,  issues  or  questions  you  would  like  to  have 
covered during the seminar you can write an e-mail to ninjutsu_dojo_vach@yahoo.de and 
it will be put on the agenda, if it suits the overall approach of the event.  Having said this, please  note  again  that  the  seminar  revolves  around  movement  and  technique  not  around aspects of densho, ryuha, history or politics. Thank you for your understanding. The seminar is open to all styles and ranks!

Detailed   Information  
Date : 7th and 8th of July 2018

Instructor: Dr. Kacem Zoughari

Topic: Basic principles of movement and body mechanics of the 9 schools
Iai-, Ken-, Rokushaku-Bo Jutsu

Schedule: Saturday: 11.00 am – ca. 17.00 pm
Sunday: 10.00 am – ca. 16.00 pm

Location: Gym of 
Franconian International School
Marie-Curie-Straße 2, 91052 Erlangen, Germany

Prices: two days 120- Euro
one day 70,- Euro
for registrations after the 1st of July: 140,- /80,- Euro

Contact: Martin Starz
e-Mail: ninjutsu_dojo_vach@yahoo.de  

Bank connection: Martin Starz
Sparda Bank Nürnberg
IBAN: DE69 7609 0500 0003 4778 19 
BIC: GENODEF1S06 

Places to sleep: Unfortunately it is not possible to sleep in the dojo. Please also note that the 
youth hostel in Erlangen is closed for renovation. 

1) For cheap rooms in the greater area of Erlangen check out the following website:
http://www.pension-guide.de/landkreise/Stadt-Erlangen/

2) More information on lodging in this area can be found under: 
http://www.hotel.de

3) A cheap an clean option is also the B&B Hotel close-by:
https://www.hotelbb.de/de/erlangen

Feel free to contact us if you have problems or if you need help!
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